Team Building Assignment

For this homework assignment, work with your team members to come up with a list of 10 questions to interview and profile an engineering/technology faculty. The goal of this assignment is for you to learn more about the engineering profession through the faculty and to practice teamwork.

First, assign the role of team facilitator, time keeper, and recorder. Next, individually come up with 10 questions of interest to you. Then share the questions with team members, organize these into groups of questions, and select 10 questions to ask the engineering/technology faculty. Finally, you should complete the team meeting form, identifying who is going to do what and by when, before you leave for today.

Your profile about the faculty should include, at a minimum, the following:

1. Education and professional background
2. Why the faculty member picks engineering/technology for undergraduate study and why he/she pursue post-graduate study?
3. Current professional interest(s)
4. Some suggestions about success in studying engineering/technology.

This assignment is due on September 19. You may want to schedule an appointment with the faculty your team has chosen to profile as soon as possible.